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Guide to the
Panel
Issue 3.0

The SurfProtect Panel Guide .
Welcome to the all-new SurfProtect - even if you are a veteran SurfProtect user, you will still benefit
from familiarising yourself with the new interface with the help of this guide.
As always, if you require help with any aspect of your content filtering solution, please do not
hesitate to get in touch.
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Log in!
Visit panel.surfprotect.co.uk to log in, your credentials have not changed, once you are qualified through
security you will see your all-new home page which for most users, is the main screen that shows you the
filtering policies that are applied to your network. Let’s take a deeper look...

Services
Overriding
Profiles

Filtering
Policies

General Navigation
There are three main sections on your home page which are identified above.
Services shows which Internet connections are covered by your filtering policies
Filtering Policies is where you control all the active policies of your filtering
Overriding Profiles lists any users or groups of users which are treated differently to
the default policies set in ‘Filtering Policies’
From the left hand navigation panel you can access shortcuts to each of the policy
sections.
You can also access general Customer and Diagnostic Tools from this menu. (See pages
13 - 15).
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Locations
A location is defined as a physical site. For the majority of schools there will just be one location which is
the school. However, some schools may wish to define a separate location for other sites such as remote
campuses or boarding dormitories. Filtering policies are per location.

Connections in this location
Here we can see which of your Internet connections are covered by this location. For many of our customers
this will be just the one connection, however, if you have more than one connection (e.g. a back-up or an
additional connection they can be added easily by clicking

Default policies for this location
This is the hub of all filtering policies.
Building a comprehensive yet flexible content filtering package can seem like a big task, to make it easier to
customise we have broken it down into manageable sections.
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The title bar informs you that we are in the Location Main Site. The sections available are:
• Categories - Block or Allow categories of websites such as ‘Adult’ or ‘Gambling’
• Restricted Search Terms - Block words from being entered into search engines
• Umbrella Behaviours - The ability to apply a group of settings in one click such as Prevent Duty
compliance
• Search Engine Settings - Safe Search appliance and default search engine
• Allowed URLs - Explicitly permitted URLs
• Video Site Settings - Apply Safe Search to video sites
• Blocked URLs - Explicitly blocked URLs
• Content Types - Block or Allow elements of websites.
The sections for Categories, Restricted Search Terms, Allowed URLs and Blocked URLs group entries into
Lists for easier management. At a glance you can see the applied Lists for these sections.
Clicking on each icon will let you amend the applied settings.

Note:
‘Lists’ are independent of Locations and Profiles, meaning that if any other Location or Profile is using the
same List then they will be affected by your changes also. A notification will appear in the top right hand
corner if any other Location or Profile will be affected.
If you want the List to only apply to this Location consider creating a new List and name it something
relevant. See the section ‘Using Lists across multiple Profiles’ on page 12 for more information.
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Categories
SurfProtect treats websites differently depending on how we have
classified them. When a site is classified it will fall into a category such as
Sports or Arts etc. A policy defining which categories are permitted or
blocked on your connection is called a List.
Underneath the icon you will see which category List is currently assigned.
By hovering over the icon you can then choose an alternative list to apply,
remove all category filtering, or, edit the current list. Let’s look at editing a list; hover over the icon and
choose ‘Edit’.
The first thing you will see is a list of categories that are blocked by your Umbrella Behaviour settings, the
middle column displays the Umbrella Behaviour that the category falls under. For your protection these
cannot be unblocked here and must be done on the Umbrella Behaviour page. Click on the Behaviour to
jump straight to that page.
Lower down the page shows the Active Categories and their current status. You can change the status
between Block and Allow by simply clicking the status indicator. You can also add in any categories from the
Inactive Categories list on the right hand side by just dragging them over.
One of the biggest changes for our new SurfProtect product is the ability to order the list, this is made
possible by an all-new classification system which allows for a website to have multiple classifications and
this is where the ordering comes into play:
Let’s take the ESPN website as an example. This website is classified as both Sports and News. It might be
that you would like News sites to be accessible on your connection, but not general Sports sites. In this
scenario you would place the category News above Sports and set the status to Allow for News and Block
for Sports (see below). Now, SurfProtect will allow the page to be loaded as the first classification it matches
in the list is News, which is permitted. However a site which is classified as Sports, such as nba.com will
continue to be blocked as Sports is the first category in the list which nba.com matches.
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Restricted Search Terms
Further than the ability to block websites, SurfProtect can also affect
particular parts of a site. Search Terms are indicative of this ability. Where
Search Engine sites can be allowed, yet the input of inappropriate words
can be blocked.
Underneath the icon you will see which Search Term List is currently
assigned. By hovering over the icon you can then choose an alternative
list to apply, remove all Search Term filtering, or, edit the current list. Let’s look at editing a list; hover over
the icon and choose ‘Edit’.
On the resulting screen you are shown the pre-populated groups of keywords at the top of the page, by
default these are all active. To view the keywords that are restricted by each group you can click , to opt
out of that category simply click . Groups that are inherited by Umbrella Presets cannot be opted out of
and will display .
Below the groups are all the resulting restricted search terms, to add your own search terms simply
click . You can add a single, or multiple terms by just hitting enter after each keyword. Any user added
Search Term automatically get grouped for your convenience under a ‘User Added’ group.
Manually added terms can be deleted from your list, however, terms that are inherited from the categories
cannot be deleted but can be opted out of by clicking
and will show an ‘opted out’ status letting you opt
back in at any time. Terms belonging to Umbrella Presets will show a
and cannot be opted out of.
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Umbrella Behaviours
A new feature of SurfProtect is the ability to apply a group of settings in
one click. For example, you can apply all relevant settings for ‘The Prevent
Duty’ by simply clicking the ‘Prevent’ Umbrella Behaviour.
Click the icon to select the Umbrella Behaviours that apply to your policy.
The Umbrella page shows the available behaviours and their current
status. It also shows you the search term categories and website categories that are applied by each
Behaviour. You can easily toggle whether a Behaviour is Active or Inactive by clicking
or

Search Engine Settings
Here you can not only select your preferred Search Engine for your
connection, but also decide whether to force your preferred search
engine’s Safe Search feature.
Hover over the icon to access the search engine menu.
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Allowed URLs
There may be a time where websites that would normally be blocked
by your filtering policies are legitimately required. Here you can override
your other filtering policies and explicitly permit access to a web page or
domain.
Underneath the icon you will see which Allowed List is currently assigned.
Hovering over the icon lets you choose an alternative list, remove filtering,
or, edit the current list. Let’s look at editing a list; hover over the icon and choose ‘Edit’.
Hit the
icon to add a URL to your allowed list.
Either add the site by typing (for example) bbc.co.uk or permit the entire domain by adding a ‘.’ before - e.g.
.bbc.co.uk
The search bar allows you to easily search through your allowed URL list, the search bar works in real-time
and will search for strings of text as well as full words / sites.

Blocked URLs
Blocked URLs work in much the same way as Allowed URLs above - you
may become aware of a website that you do not want to be accessed on
your connection - regardless of any filtering policies in place.
SurfProtect allows for inherited Blocked lists which are displayed at the
top of this page. The
shows you the sites belonging to the inherited list
and the
allows you to opt out. Note, the List remains there for you to
opt back in at any time.
Hit the
icon on to add a URL to your blocked list.
Either add the site by typing (for example) bbc.co.uk or to block the entire domain add a ‘.’ before - e.g. .bbc.
co.uk
The search bar allows you to easily search through your allowed URL list, the search bar works in real-time
and will search for strings of text as well as full words / sites.

Video Site Settings
Hover over the icon to access the menu, from here you can add your
YouTube ID and force Safe Search to work seamlessly with YouTube
videos.
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Content Types
Another new feature of SurfProtect allows you to now control elements
of content from being downloaded from the Internet. Whilst this is now a
possibility, we believe that the default settings are ideal for most users.
The top section refers to External Resource Compatibility and you are
given the option to Always Allow:
• Style content types (css, icon and font files) - These are the building blocks of websites, the default
status is Inactive which means that the content will load if your other content-filtering settings permit
that site from being displayed.
• JavaScript files - JavaScript is a commonly used Internet language, however can be used for malicious
ends. Again, the default status is set to Inactive.

Note:
By changing the status of either of these you are bypassing your current content-filtering policy and
explicitly allowing this type of content to be downloaded regardless of their origin.
The lower section looks after the Security Safeguarding and allows you to Always Block the following,
regardless of their origin:
•
•
•
•
•

Flash files
Macro Enabled Documents - including Macro enabled Word and Excel files
Mobile Application Package Files - Android, Apple and Blackberry applications
Archive Files - such as Zip, RAR and Tar files
Executable Files - .exe and shell scripts

This can be particularly helpful to defend against harmful files that are disguised as legitimate programs and
files.

Your defaults are all set.
Now that we’ve defined your global filtering policy for all users on your connection we can start to look at
any exceptions to the rule by creating Overriding Profiles...
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Overriding Profiles
An Overriding Profile is an exception to your default policies. For example you may want Teachers and
Students to have different filtering policies applied to them. Here we can set up a profile just to be used by
teachers whilst everyone else (including students) would use the default policies we’ve just defined.
When you first set up your filtering policies this section will be empty. You can create an Overriding Profile
for individual users or groups of users. To get started click
this will launch a wizard which will guide you
through the setup process.

Note:
The matching of users on Internal IP addresses, AD user groups or AD user names requires SurfProtect
Fusion. If you are a Cloud or Proxy customer you can only create an Overriding Profile matching on
External IP only.

The Wizard makes adding profiles super easy, start by
giving your new profile a name and description; here
we’ve set one up called ‘Teachers’

You are then prompted on how to match the profile
to your users, for our Teachers we will match them
on their Active Directory group, specify the AD group
name in the box provided

Now you can apply policies to your new group, by
default, SurfProtect prompts you to create a new
list for the four options available which are then
configurable from within the profile, but you can
use already created lists by selecting them from the
drilldown boxes. Don’t worry though, all this can be
changed through the panel at a later time

Under the Umbrella tab you can select any
Umbrella behaviours you want applied to your new
profile.
That’s it, your new Profile is set up.
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Working with Overriding Profiles
You can now see the newly created profile. Click
to see the options available for your profile, this looks
the same as your home page (without the Overriding Profiles section).
will remove the Profile.
Clicking

Notice how now the Categories, Restricted Search Terms and Allowed & Blocked URL lists are all set to our
newly created ‘Teachers’ lists. This means that they will only have the default and Umbrella settings applied.
These sections act the same as they did previously when we were setting up the defaults. Now you are
editing the ‘Teachers’ lists and any settings will only affect users matched to this profile unless you are
sharing Lists (see the ‘Using Lists across multiple profiles’ page 12).
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Using multiple Profiles
You can see below an example of a connection which uses three overriding profiles. This list is hierarchical
and SurfProtect will cross-reference a users credentials against the profiles starting at the top of the list until
it can match the user. In our example if a teacher was to use the Internet they would be matched against the
Teachers profile and it would stop checking the rest of the list; i.e. it wouldn’t matter where in the school
they were. However, if a member of the sixth form was in the Library, then they would be matched as being
in the library and have the Library profile applied to them as it appears higher in the list yet once they leave
the library, they would then be filtered according to their Sixth Form profile.
The items can be re-ordered by dragging them up or down.

Using Lists across multiple Profiles
When we created a new profile, SurfProtect by default created a new list for the Categories, Restricted
Search Terms and Allowed/Blocked URLs sections. However, there may be lists that can be shared, for
example the Blocked URLs list may be the same for the entire school.
If the profile is set up already:
Go into the profile and hover over Blocked
URLs, click PICK LIST, you can now choose
from the lists already created.

If the profile is new:
During the setup Wizard, simply click the drilldown box to see
lists that are already created and select the desired list.
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Customer Tools
Profile Overview
Located in the left hand navigation panel, the Profile Overview tool is accessible from
any page. This tool directly compares your settings across multiple Locations and
Profiles. In the example below you can see that our Overriding Profiles; Sixth Form &
Library have separate Blocked Search Terms Lists applied, yet share the Blocked URLs
List with the main site.
The Comparison mode aids you by highlighting differing settings.
In the image below, we have the Comparison mode active. The mouse is on the Teachers column and
Violence row - showing an Inactive status. The two contrasting results (Active) are highlighted in red for you.
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List Overview
We mentioned earlier that your Lists operate independently from Profiles or Locations.
On this page you can view, edit or remove your Lists. You can also create and populate
on the relevant section. To apply a newly created list to a
new lists by clicking the
Profile, go to the settings within that profile.

Custom Reclassifications
This page allows you to manually reclassify a domain or sub domain to a new category
and lists any domains / that have previously been reclassified on your account.
To add or check a classification, click the . Type in the address in the domain field
and SurfProtect will show you how that domain is currently classified and give you the
option to change it. You can also remove your custom classification by clicking the .
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Diagnostic Tools
Domain Classification
Accessible on any page, this overlay pop-up is the same as the tool for Custom
Reclassifications and allows the checking and changing of a domain’s classification.

Domain Doctor
A new feature of SurfProtect is the Domain Doctor.
This can be used when a site is blocked on your connection and you don’t know why or it does not appear
as you would expect.
The Doctor analyses all aspects and content of the site and shows you which elements are being blocked.
From here you can allow any blocked element so that it displays correctly.
Submit the site you want diagnosing and hit the search button. The Doctor returns the decision that your
filtering policy has made. From this page you can override this decision by clicking on the
or
on
the relevant row. If any element returns ‘Pending’ it means that our classifiers are currently analysing the
element - this is done live and in most cases clicking the
icon will return a decision.
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List Subscriptions
Sharing Allowed and Blocked Lists Across Schools
If you manage the SurfProtect settings for a number of schools, or are part of an MAT or cluster, you may
want to share the same Allowed and Blocked URL Lists with each school within this group. With our new List
Subscription feature, it is easier than ever before to apply one list to multiple schools.
At the top of each Allowed or Blocked List, you will see the Subscriptions option below.

To share a List with a school, simply send them the code generated in the top field - they can then paste
this into the ‘Subscribe to a list’ box. Once they have clicked the ‘Subscribe’ button, the List will be applied
to that profile. Alternatively, if you have access to the school’s SurfProtect profile, you can perform these
actions on their behalf.
In subscribing a school to a specific List, you ensure that they will automatically receive any subsequent
updates or amends you may make to it in the future - so it’s easier than ever before to manage and maintain
Allowed and Blocked Lists across multiple schools.

Note:
As the subscribe feature is applied per List, if a school has multiple profiles using one List you will only
need to paste the code into one of these and all others will simultaneously receive it.
If you would like to delete a List’s code to prevent it being shared without authorisation, you can do so
by clicking on the
. This will mean that it can no longer be shared with any new users, but all existing
subscribers will continue to receive any updates or changes made. To generate a new code for a List, click
on the
icon.
To remove a subscriber, click the
icon beside their name and they will no longer have the List applied
to their profile/s. All schools currently subscribed to a List are displayed at the top of the page, so that you
have constant visibility over those using it.
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SurfProtect Analytics
SurfProtect Analytics provides you with an overview of the activity performed on your school’s connection.
Analytics is currently most effective for SurfProtect Fusion customers due to its Active Directory integration
enabling web activity to be attributed to the individual user. However, SurfProtect Cloud and Proxy users are
able to view the top twenty most popular websites accessed on their network and rejected
requests, as well search queries done over the HTTP protocol.

Getting Started
To access SurfProtect Analytics, simply click on the ‘Analytics (beta)’ section on the left
hand side of your SurfProtect panel. This will open a new tab and show you all of your
day’s data so far (this will update every fifteen minutes to provide you with the most
recent information).
Analytics are divided into two sections - ‘Web Usage’ and ‘Search Requests.’ The one
which is visible upon logging in is ‘Web Usage’, simply click between the tabs to alternate your view.

Web Usage
This screen provides an overview of the websites requested, the number of times they were accessed
and which were blocked. The graph displays the top twenty most popular websites visited - for the large
majority of schools, the number one site will typically be their chosen search engine. The list on the right
hand side displays the web addresses that were blocked by your SurfProtect policy, you may notice that
there are a high number of rejected requests which begin ad. These are generally pop-up advertisements
which are blocked by default with SurfProtect.
If you would like to see which student has requested a banned URL, simply clicking on the rejected request
will bring up both their username and the timestamp that the attempt was made.
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Search Queries
This screen provides you with details on the type of content students are searching for.
• The graph shows the top twenty most popular returned search queries, and the number of times they
were requested.
• The ‘Total searches permitted’ is the number of search requests which were allowed according to your
school’s SurfProtect policy.
• The ‘Total searches rejected’ is the number of search requests which were not allowed as they contained
words included in your SurfProtect blocked search term list(s).

Identifying Inappropriate Activity
As with ‘Web Usage’, the right hand side bar displays rejected search queries and to find out which user
performed the search at what time, you simply need to click on the query. Please note that as individuals
are identified by integration with your school’s Active Directory, the username will match that of the AD
and therefore may not be immediately recognisable.
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Notes...
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Notes...
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